IIT Archives Research Request

Please provide the following information so that we can help find materials of interest to you in the IIT Archives. The more you can tell us about your subject and its projected audience/venues, the better we can direct you to relevant sources.

Date ___________________

(Attach business card or complete.)

Name ___________________________________________

Affiliation ___________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Phone _____________________   Email _________________________________

Tell us about your project. Describe both the topic and the format/medium you are interested in. What are you looking for or what question/s are you trying to answer? What are you hoping to find?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Relevant date(s) of your research interest __________________________________

Purpose/intended use of your research (publication; thesis; A-V production; genealogy; etc.); please be as specific as possible __________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Working title of your project _____________________________________________

Date by which you anticipate ending your research project ______________________

Do you anticipate returning to the IIT Archives to continue research on THIS project? If yes, when? ________________